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But public school kindergartens who have long
served five year old children, and who increasingly
are reaching out to four year olds, also nget at
children early.'
Public school kindergartens,
however, do not t2g@n to get the .results that
Head Start does. There must be something other
than simply ngetting at children early.'

Project Head Start is one of the most successful
people-programs ever created. Over its first 30
years of service it has touched the lives of over
14.5 million preschool children and their families.

Formal research tracking the lives of children
indicates each dollar spent on comprehensive, fullservice early childhood programs returns six dollars in
reduced later public expenses. These savings are due
to a reduction in the need for public school special
education, one-half the number of incidents involving
trouble with the law and increased levels of
employment as young adults.

Another quick answer is that "Head Start involves
the parents."
While this is true, parent
involvement is voluntary and many parents are so
involved in work, school and their own problems
that they seldom are at their Head Start center.
And yet Head Start works!

What REALLY makes Head Start work? As
decision makers seek to capitalize on the
pror'nise this program offers by expanding the
program itself--or by reshaping other peopleoriented services by adapting "lessons from Head
Start'--what is it that we've REALLY LEARNED
from over a quarter century of operating this
program?

There must be more to answering question
....

this

Getting at the Real Answer
To understand what makes Head Start work
requires some serious effort.
This is true
because the answer is that Head Start's success
comes from a unique marriage of "hard" and "soft,
dimensions. The hard dimensions are relatively
evident and identifiable. The soft dimensions are
much more subtle and we are still learning
about them. It is this author's belief that while
most attention is paid to the hard dimensions as
people seek to replicate the success of Head
Start, it is the soft dimensions working in concert
with the hard dimensions that truly dictate the
success of the program.

The purpose of this executive briefing is to more
accurately describe the key to Head Start's
dramatic success. It was created because the
secret to Head Start's success is not easy to see
and could readily be lost in the scramble to
expand Head Start programs and to create what
have increasingly been called "Head Start-like"
programs.
Toward the conclusion of this
executive briefing are direct recommendations for
legislators.
The Search for Quick and Easy Answers

Starting With The Most Visible:
The "Hard" Dimensions

Head Start's success seems easy to explain.
Some,claim its success is due to the fact that it
"gets at children early.'
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As one seeks to understand what makes an
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